DARLINGTON UPGRADE PROJECT

Artists impression of Main South Road
Artists impression of shared use paths provided for pedestrians, cyclists, including landscaping where space allows.
Artists impression of large planter boxes for trees to provide additional
Artists impression of lowered motorway and Sturt Road bridge including throw screens and coloured panels for wayfinding.
Artists impression of noise walls for noise attenuation
Artists impression of lowered motorway retaining walls with embossed road
Rest Stops to incorporate landscaping, seating, wayfinding signage and community public art.
Mimisa Terrace/Sutton Road bridge
Flyover providing non-stop access to Ayliffes Road
U-turn under bridge
Detailed design for the section of the project between Ayliffes Road and Tonsley Boulevard is at concept stage and is therefore subject to change, including the final design for the Tonsley Boulevard and local access arrangements.

Sturt River Revegetation and Interpretation with input from Kaurna elders and Friends of Warriparinga

Flinders Drive rest stop.

Extension to Flinders Drive connecting to South Road
Signalized intersection at Birch Crescent
Wayfinding signage location
Cycling and walking connection to Patrick Jonker Veloway
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